
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Expanding Industrial Cloud Solutions with integrate_it 

 

For end-to-end digitisation on 

the shop floor 
 
 

▪ New integrate_it solution from the MHP Industrial Cloud Solutions (ICS) portfolio 

▪ integrate_it collects, transforms and distributes data from machinery and equipment 

▪ Supports all common machine protocols (e.g. OPC UA and RFC 1006) and IT protocols 

(e.g. Kafka, MQTT and REST)) 

▪ Direct cloud connection from AWS, Microsoft (Azure) or private cloud 

 
Ludwigsburg – MHP has developed the industrial cloud solution "integrate_it" to enable 

companies to implement end-to-end shop floor digitisation. As middleware for data ex-

change, the solution supports the most common proprietary and open machine protocols 

and thus enables data from almost all machines and systems to be collected, transformed 

and forwarded to other assets on the shop floor and to downstream systems in the appro-

priate protocol. 

Michael Appel, partner at MHP: "When talking to our production managers, we repeatedly 

hear the same thing. Companies are well aware of the many advantages of a digitised pro-

duction process, from real-time information about the situation on the shop floor to higher 

availability; from higher performance and higher quality to positive sustainability effects. 

However, they often fail to achieve end-to-end digitisation because it takes so much time 

and effort to connect the machines and equipment, if it can be done at all.” 

The reason why this has proven to be so difficult is due to the heterogeneous nature of 

existing shop floor landscapes. It’s not only that the ages of the various assets are usually 

different, but that they also come from different manufacturers who use a variety of tech-

nologies and, above all, their own protocols. A true standard for data exchange has not yet 

been established - despite initiatives such as OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA).   
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New integrate_it solution from the management and IT consultancy closes the gap in data exchange on the shop floor.  
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"In principle, one standard protocol would be the best solution," says Nicolas Bläsi, product manager at MHP,  

“but it may be a long time before it really becomes established. With integrate_it, companies no longer have to wait, 

but can already guarantee unhindered exchange between machines and equipment, as well as between assets and 

downstream systems.“ 

This is possible because integrate_it supports the usual IT protocols such as Kafka, MQTT and REST, as well as the 

machine protocols commonly used on the shop floor, such as OPC UA and RFC 1006. In addition, the SaaS solution 

can be connected directly to the cloud from Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure. Another advantage is that 

the solution also converts the captured machine data into the human-readable format JSON (JavaScript Object No-

tation), enriches it and maps it in freely configurable data models. Initial rule-based manipulations can then be carried 

out on the data with a rule engine, so that immediate insights can be gained for latency-critical decisions. 

Shop floor solution integrate_it as part of Industrial Cloud Solutions (ICS) portfolio 

Together with its technology and industry partners, MHP has been offering software-as-a-service solutions  

(SaaS solutions) since spring 2023. These industrial cloud solutions incorporate the entire experience and extensive 

know-how of MHP and a number of its partners. Companies receive ready-to-use software products with which they 

can digitalise their processes with a minimum of effort. The individual solutions are continuously being further de-

veloped, and Industrial Cloud Solutions are also gradually being added to the portfolio. 

For additional and more detailed information on integrate_it, visit: https://www.mhp.com/en/solutions/industrial-

cloud-solutions/integrate-it  
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About MHP 

 

As a technology and business partner, MHP has been digitizing the processes and products of its 

around 300 mobility and manufacturing sector customers worldwide for 27 years and providing 

support for their IT transformations along the entire value chain. For the management and IT con-

sultancy, one thing is certain: digitization is one of the biggest levers on the path to a better tomor-

row. This is why the Porsche AG subsidiary provides both operational and strategic consulting in 

areas such as customer experience and workforce transformation, supply chain and cloud solutions, 

platforms and ecosystems, big data and AI, as well as Industry 4.0 and intelligent products. Head-

quartered in Germany, the consultancy operates internationally with subsidiaries in the USA, the UK, 

Romania and China. More than 4,500 MHP employees are united by their pursuit of excellence and 

sustainable success. It is this aspiration that will continue to drive MHP - today and in the future. 
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